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On the Solution ofBlock Hessenberg SystemsG. W. StewartABSTRACTThis paper describes a divide-and-conquer strategy for solving blockHessenberg systems. For dense matrices the method is a little moreecient than Gaussian elimination; however, because it works almostentirely with the original blocks, it is be much more ecient for sparsematrices or matrices whose blocks can be generated on the y. ForToeplitz matrices, the algorithm can be combined with the fast Fouriertransform to give a new superfast algorithm.1. IntroductionThis paper was motivated by the attempt to nd the steady-state of Markovchains of types M=G=1 and G=M=1 (see [8] for denitions and further details).The matrix of transition probabilities of a chain of type M=G=1 has the blockupper Hessenberg formM = 0BBBBBBBBB@ B0 B1 B2 B3 B4   C0 A1 A2 A3 A4   0 A0 A1 A2 A3   0 0 A0 A1 A2   0 0 0 A0 A1   ... ... ... ... ... 1CCCCCCCCCA : (1:1)The transition matrices of chains of type G=M=1 are block lower Hessenbergmatrices, formed in analogy with (1.1). Note that after the rst row and columnof (1.1) are deleted, the matrix becomes block Toeplitz.We shall return to these chains at the end of this paper. For now we aregoing to consider the more general problem of solving the block upper Hessenberg1
2 Block Hessenberg Systemssystem AX = B, which we write in partitioned form as0BBBBBBBBB@ A11 A12 A13    A1;n 1 A1nA21 A22 A23    A2;n 1 A2n0 A32 A33    A3;n 1 A3n... ... ... ... ...0 0 0    An 1;n 1 An 1;n0 0 0    An;n 1 An;n 1CCCCCCCCCA0BBBBBBBBB@ X1X2X3...Xn 1Xn 1CCCCCCCCCA = 0BBBBBBBBB@ B1B2B3...Bn 1Bn 1CCCCCCCCCA : (1:2)The diagonal blocks Aii are assumed to be square of order pi.The system (1.2) can be solved stably by Gaussian elimination with partialpivoting. When all the blocks are dense and of order p, the elimination step takesabout 3n2p34 ops,1 and the back substitution about n2p22 . Unfortunately, Gaussianelimination, for all its simplicity, has its drawbacks. For sparse matrices, the rowsof A may ll in, in which case the operation count will approach the count fordense matrices, and the memory required will be almost the p2n22 locations neededto store the dense matrix. Moreover, since Gaussian elimination alters the all therows except the rst, it cannot take advantage of problems in which the blocks ofA can be cheaply generated on the y.The algorithm propose here is based on a divide-and-conquer strategy, reminis-cent of certain recent algorithms for the symmetric tridiagonal eigenvalue problem[3, 4, 9]. Essentially the problem is divided by deleting a subdiagonal block ofA, yielding a simpler block triangular system. This system is solved recursivelyby further subdividing the diagonal blocks. An updating formula is then used topatch up the solutions of the subproblems at each level of recursion. For densematrices, the method has an operation count comparable to Gaussian elimination.However, because it does not modify the blocks of the original matrix, there is noll-in and the algorithm can be applied to matrices in which the blocks are gener-ated at need. Moreover, if A is block Toeplitz the calculations can be abbreviated;in fact for a scalar Hessenberg matrix, the accelerated algorithm is fast.In this paper we will describe and analyze our algorithms at a fairly high level.Implementation details and numerical experiments will appear in another paper.In the next section we will describe the basic algorithm. In x3 we will treat thespace and time complexity of the algorithm for the case where n is a power of twoand all the blocks are of of the same size. In x4 we will consider variations of the1This formula assumes that both n and p are reasonably greater than one. It does not reduceto the usual count for Gaussian elimination when p = 1.
Block Hessenberg Systems 3algorithm for block Toeplitz matrices. Finally, in the last section, we will returnto Markov chains and the problem that motivated this research.2. The AlgorithmThe algorithm is a recursive descent procedure based on a generalization of theSherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula for the inverse of a modied matrix (e.g.,see [5, x5.1]). We begin by selecting an index i (1  i < n). Let E consist ofthe columns of the identity matrix corresponding to the rows of A spanned byAi+1;i, and let F consist of the columns of the identity matrix corresponding tothe columns of A spanned by Ai+1;i. If we write Asw = Ai+1;i (sw stands for southwest), then Â =  Anw Ane0 Ase !  A EAswFT (2:1)is block triangular, and its diagonal blocks, Anw and Ase are themselves blockHessenberg. (To distinguish the blocks in (2.1) from those in (1.2), we call thelatter atomic blocks.)The heart of the algorithm is a relation between the inverse of A and Â. Specif-ically, suppose that Â is nonsingular and that Asw has the full rank factorizationAsw = URV T;where R is nonsingular and U and V have orthonormal columns. LetS = RV TFTÂ 1EU;and assume that I + S is nonsingular. Then A is nonsingular. Moreover, if R̂satises (I + S)R̂ = R; (2:2)then A 1 = Â 1   (Â 1EUR̂)(V TFT)Â 1: (2:3)The proof is by direct verication: multiply the right hand side of (2.3) by A =Â+ EAswFT and simplify.Now let P = A 1EUR̂:Then it follows from (2.3) thatX = A 1B = Â 1B   PFTÂ 1B = X̂   PFTX̂: (2:4)
4 Block Hessenberg SystemsThus if we can solve the systemsÂX̂ = B and ÂG = EUand determine R̂ satisfying (2.2), so that we can compute the patch matrix P =GR, then (2.4) gives a solution to the original problem. By way of nomenclature,we will call (2.1) a tearing of A because it tears Asw out of A, and we will call Pthe patch matrix for the tearing because it patches up the solution X̂.2Because Â is block triangular, we can reduce the problem of solving ÂX = Bto one of solving two smaller block Hessenberg systems. Specically, partitionX̂ =  X̂nX̂s ! and B =  BnBs ! (2:5)conformally with (2.1). Then the system ÂX̂ = B is equivalent to the system Anw Ane0 Ase ! X̂nX̂s ! =  BnBs ! ; (2:6)which can be solved in two steps:1: Solve AseX̂s = Bs;2: Solve AnwX̂n = Bn  AneX̂s: (2:7)Since the blocks Ase and Anw are strictly smaller than A, the above two systemscan be solved recursively by the same strategy. This will result if four blockHessenberg systems, which can again be solved by tearing. At the bottom ofthis recursive process we arrive at systems involving only the diagonal blocks Aii,which can be solved by standard techniques.The following recursive program describes this algorithms. We assume that atearing order has been prescribed, so that the matrices Ane, Bn, etc. are denedat all levels of the recursion. As is usual, the solution X overwrites the right handside B.2The term \tearing" is due to Kron [6, 7]. However, his papers are couched obscurely interms of electrical networks, and it is not at all clear that his method of tearing is the same asthe one given here and elsewhere. For further references see [10, 11].
Block Hessenberg Systems 5bhsolve (A;B)if (not at the bottom) thenbhsolve(Ase; Bs)Bn = Bn  AneBsbhsolve(Anw; Bn)B = B   PFTBelse B = A 1Bend ifendThe mathematical notation used here conceals some potential economies. Forexample, since F is formed from columns of the identity matrix, the calculation ofFTB amounts to extracting the corresponding rows of B. Again, the computationA 1B would in general be done by using an appropriate decomposition of thediagonal block A. Finally, any special structure of A, like sparseness, can be usedto economize the computation of AneBs. This last point is especially important,since the multiplication accounts for most of the work in the algorithm.The function bhsolve is analogous to the solution phase of a method based onGaussian elimination, since once the the patch matrices P are in place, it can berepeated for many dierent systems. What corresponds to Gaussian eliminationitself is the initial calculation of the patch matrices. Now to calculateP at any levelof the recursion we must do three things: solve the system ÂG = EU , compute R̂,and nally compute P = GR̂. Since the last two steps are algorithmically trivial,we will combine them into a separate function, patchend , and say no more aboutthem. The rst step can in principal be accomplished by bhsolve; however, thereare two special considerations.1. If we use bhsolve at one level of the recursion, we must take care that patchmatrices have been already been generated at the lower levels. This can beaccomplished by two recursive calls to the patch generator, one to generatethe patches for Anw and the other to generate the patches for Ase.2. The rst step of the solution of ÂG = E involves the solution of the systemÂswGs = Es. However, only the rst atomic block of Es is nonzero. Hence,we will use a special solve routine topsolve to take computational advantageof this fact.We are now in a position to write down the function that generates the patchmatrices.
6 Block Hessenberg Systemspatchgen(A)if (not at the bottom) thenpatchgen(Anw)patchgen(Ase)P = EUtopsolve(Ase; Ps)Pn =  AnePsbhsolve(Anw; Pn)patchend(A;P )else Compute an appropriate decomposition of Aend ifendThe decomposition computed at the bottom is for the use of bhsolve when it mustcompute A 1B.The function topsolve is like bhsolve, except that it recognizes that many ofthe subproblems solved by the latter have zero solutions.topsolve(A;B)if (not at the bottom) thenBs = 0topsolve(Anw; Bn)B = B   PFTBelse B = A 1Bend ifendThis completes the description of the algorithm.3. ComplexityIn this section we will consider the space and time complexity of the algorithmdescribed in the last section. For simplicity we will restrict ourselves to the casewhere all the blocks are of order p and there are n = 2k blocks. At each level ofthe recursion the matrix is assumed to be split at the center, so that the work isbalanced each level. Although it is possible to set up and analyze recurrences to
Block Hessenberg Systems 7get our expressions, it is easier to write down special cases and generalize|so-called engineering induction.We will be begin with the storage required by the algorithm. Here we excludethe storage for the original matrix and concentrate on the extra storage requiredfor the patch matrices. The following table lists the amount of storage requiredat each level of the recursion for n = 28. The general form of entries is sucientlywell illustrated by the rst ve levels, and we omit the lower levels.level order of number of storage per totalblock matrices matrix storage1 28p 20 28p2 28p22 27p 21 27p2 28p23 26p 22 26p2 28p24 25p 23 25p2 28p25 24p 23 24p2 28p2    Grand total = 8  28p2 (3:1)Recognizing that 8 = log2 28, we see thatStorage for patch matrices = p2n log2 n: (3:2)We next consider the operation count for the function bhsolve when it is appliedto a right hand side with one column. The key observation here is that most ofthe work is done in forming the product AneBs. If the blocks of A are dense, thenthe number of operations will be the square of the order of the block. Hence wehave the following table.level order of number of totalblocks blocks operations1 1228p 20 12215p22 1227p 21 12214p23 1226p 22 12213p24 1225p 23 12212p25 1224p 24 12211p2   Grand total = 12216p2 (3:3)
8 Block Hessenberg SystemsThus we see that Operations for bhsolve = 12n2p2; (3:4)which is the operation count for the back substitution step in Gaussian elimina-tion.Turning now to patchgen, we observe that the bulk of the work is concentratedin calls to bhsolve and the calculation of AnePs (the calls to topsolve account for anegligible amount of the work). The following table summarizes the situation ateach level. level order of operations per number of totalsystem system systems operations1 27p 32214p2 20p 34215p32 26p 32212p2 21p 34214p33 25p 32210p2 22p 34213p34 24p 3228p2 23p 34212p35 23p 3226p2 24p 34211p3    Grand total = 34216p3 (3:5)Thus Operations for patchgen = 34n2p3: (3:6)This is the same as the count for Gaussian elimination that was given in theintroduction.These results show that for a well balanced tearing the descent algorithm is asgood as Gaussian elimination. The price we pay is a modest increase in storageand unknown stability; however, in some cases there are additional benets thatmay make this price well worth paying.In the rst place, our counts always have a factor of p2, reecting the cost ofmultiplying an atomic block by a vector. If the atomic blocks are sparse, thenthis cost is reduced, and the reduction is inherited in full measure by the descentalgorithm. Moreover, unlike Gaussian elimination, the algorithm does not alterthe blocks| i.e., there is no ll in|so that the storage requirement remainsconstant. Similar considerations apply when the atomic blocks can be generatedon the y.Finally, when the matrix A is block Toeplitz, the algorithm has additionaleconomies, to which we now turn.
Block Hessenberg Systems 94. Toeplitz MatricesIn this section we shall assume that A is block Toeplitz; that is, it has the formA = 0BBBBBBB@ A1 A2 A3 A4   A0 A1 A2 A3   0 A0 A1 A2   0 0 A0 A1   ... ... ... ... 1CCCCCCCAOur object is to determine if we can take eective advantage of the Toeplitzstructure in our algorithm. As in the last section, we will assume that n = 2k.The rst thing to note is that at any level in the recursion, the patch matricesare all the same. Consequently we can expect some gains in storage and generationtime, since we only need to form and store on patch matrix at each level.The storage can be analyzed by placing ones in the column labeled \number ofmatrices" in (3.1). Repeating the argument there we nd that the storage for thepatch matrices is approximately 2np2, a modest reduction in storage over (3.2)The operation count for bhsolve remains unchanged. The operation count forpatchgen can be computed by placing replacing the powers of two in the columnlabeled \number of system" in (3.5) by ones. This causes the sum of the elementsof the last column to become38p3(48 + 47 + 46 +   ):From the approximation 1 + 4 + 16 +    4k = 434k;we see that the operation count for patchgen becomes 12n2p3|an insignicantimprovement over (3.6).The reason for the disappointing results is that the operation counts are beingdriven by the matrix multiplication Anexs in (2.7). Since the amount of work isproportional to the square of the order of Ane, a disproportionate amount of workis being done near top of the recursion. What goes on below does not make muchdierence.
10 Block Hessenberg SystemsHowever, we have not taken into account the fact that Ane is itself blockToeplitz; e.g., for n = 8 we must compute the produce0BBB@ A5 A6 A7 A8A4 A5 A6 A7A3 A4 A5 A6A2 A3 A4 A5 1CCCA0BBB@ x1x2x3x4 1CCCA : (4:1)Now there are fast algorithms for multiplying Toeplitz matrices by a vector. Un-fortunately, they do not generalize to block-Toeplitz matrices. However, we willnow show how the product (4.1) can be converted into a block product in whichthe blocks are Toeplitz.Let the number of atomic block in the matrix Ane be m, and consider thepermutation 1 1 2 p + 1    m  1 (m  1)p + 1m 2 m+ 1 p + 2    2m  1 (2m  1)p + 22m 3 2m+ 1 p + 3    3m  1 (3m  1)p + 3... ... ...(p  1)m p (p  q)m+ 1 2p    mp mpThis permutation reorders the vector in (4.1) so that the rst components of thevectors x1; : : : ; x4 appear rst, then the second components of x1; : : : ; x4, and thenthe third, and so on. If P denotes the matrix of this permutation, we can rewritethe product y = Anex in the form y  PTy = PTAnwPPTx  Cx, or0BBBB@ y1y2...yp 1CCCCA = 0BBBB@ C11 C12    C1pC21 C22    C2p... ... ...Cp1 Cp2    Cpp 1CCCCA0BBBB@ x1x2...xp 1CCCCA :Moreover, it is easy to see that each block Cij is an mm Toeplitz matrix.Thus the problem of computing the product Anex has been reduced to com-puting and summing the products Cijxj. Now the product of a Toelplitz matrix oforder m and a vector can be computed in O(m log2m) [1, 2]. For deniteness letus say that it requires Km log2m operations. Hence we can compute the productAnexs with Kp2m log2m operations.
Block Hessenberg Systems 11We now have only to insert this bound in the table (3.3) to update the oper-ation count for bhsolve. The result islevel order of number of totalblocks blocks operations1 1228p 20 1228  7 Kp22 1227p 21 1228  6 Kp23 1226p 22 1228  5 Kp24 1225p 23 1228  4 Kp25 1224p 24 1228  3 Kp2   Grand total = 1428  82 Kp2The factor 82 comes from the fact that(k   1) + (k   2) + (k   3) +   + 1 = k22 :Thus revised count isOperations for bhsolve = K4 p2n log22 n; (4:2)Comparing (3.4) with (4.2), we see that the factor of n2 has been reduced ton log22 n|a substantial savings.Finally, regarding patchgen, we must solve one system with p columns at eachlevel. Hence from (4.2), we nd that the operations to generate the patch matricesis K4 p3 kXi=1 i22i  K4 p3k22k "1 + (k   1)2k2 12 + 14 + 14 +   #= K4 p3k22k  2:Thus the revised count isOperations for patchgen < K4 p3n log22 n; (4:3)again a substantial improvement over (3.6).It remains to add that the counts (4.2) and (4.3) remain valid when p = 1.In this case our algorithm becomes an O(n log22 n) algorithm for solving ToeplitzHessenberg systems.
12 Block Hessenberg Systems5. Markov ChainsWe now return to the problem that motivated our investigations|the computa-tion of the left eigenvector corresponding to 1 of the Markov chain (1.1). Thisis equivalent to nding a left null vector of the matrix I  M . Since in general,the chain will be innite, we assume that it has been truncated to form a nitesystem. We will also assume that the resulting chain is irreducible, so that theeigenvector is unique, up to a scaling factor.The system we have to solve is not a block Toeplitz system; moreover, it ishomogeneous. However, we can turn it into an inhomogeneous block Toeplitzsystem by the following device. PartitionI  M =  I  B0 V TU T ! :Then the rst block in the solution of the homogeneous equation will be a nullvector of the Schur complement of T in I  M ; i.e., ofS = (I  B0)  V TT 1U:Now T is block Toeplitz and block upper Hessenberg. Consequently, we can applyour algorithm to solve the system TW = U; (5:1)after which we can compute S = (I  B0)  V TW . Note that since only the rstblock of U is nonzero, we can use topsolve to solve (5.1), with some savings inoperations.Once a null vector yT1 of S has been computed, we may compute the remainingcomponents yT2 of yT by solving the systemyT2 T =  yT1 V:Here we are solving a transpose system, and we must use analogues of the algo-rithms proposed in the preceding sections.An attractive feature of this method is that if having computed a solution wedecide that the innite system was prematurely truncated, we can double the sizeof T and still use previously computed quantities to update the system.
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